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Implementing the Universal Standards helped Horizonti 
strengthen the institution and client services.  !!!
“When I read the Universal Standards, I realized that this is the guideline we 
had been missing. Six categories with clearly described practices gives MFIs 
excellent management guidelines for SPM.” !!

– Vase Davaliev,  
Executive Director !!!!

Horizonti attended an SPTF annual meeting in 2012—and saw the Universal 
Standards as guidelines that could be used as a self-assessment evaluate 
SPM within the organization. !!
Horizonti had an SPM team in place when they began to focus on the 
Universal Standards. They began by having senior management conduct an 
assessment of what practices were already in place—and which needed to be 
addressed, as well as what could be addressed in the near future. !
	  	  	  !!!
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IMPLEMENTING  
THE UNIVERSAL STANDARDS

Horizonti 
Horizonti is a Macedonian institution 
that works to improve the wellbeing of 
women, low-income clientele and 
socially excluded and marginalized 
groups. !
Social Mission: To provide sustained 
and continuous access to financial 
services to the low-income and 
economically active population in 
Macedonia, primarily women 
entrepreneurs and representatives of 
socially excluded and marginalized 
groups, with aim to support and develop 
their small businesses, create new jobs 
and improve their quality of life.  !
Horizonti operates 8 branches, 
reaching between 65-70 percent of 
Macedonian territory. The institution 
offers small business, agricultural and 
housing loans—utilizing a combination 
of group and individual methodology. 	
!



FIRST STEPS  
Horizonti’s SPM team analyzed all the sections and practices and shared 
their recommendations with senior management.  !
Starting with senior management ensured that SPM initiatives would have full 
support, and were more likely to be implemented fully. By reviewing all of the 
standards and practices, the institution could put together a comprehensive 
plan to change practice to meet the standards.  !
Horizonti set social goals and defined objectives and targets in their 2012 
outreach report.  !
Publishing social objectives and targets improved transparency and helped 
employees, senior management and shareholders all understand the goals of 
social performance management.  !
Began collecting and tracking clients’ personal data to better understand 
client needs. !
Collecting client data allowed Horizonti to understand the how clients are 
using products, what challenges they face and what services they want. This 
allowed them to improve client interactions, and begin to develop new 
products for clients.  !!!
KEY LESSONS  
Begin with stakeholder buy-in. 
To implement new practices and shift current practices, it is essential to talk 
to your shareholders about why the Universal Standards will benefit the 
mission, institution and clients.  !
Start with a self-assessment that is open, transparent and realistic.  
Review the essential practices to decide which practices are in place and 
being used—and which need to be worked on.  !
Balancing financial and social performance is a goal that needs to be tailored to the organization. 
The recommendations in the standards need to be evaluated with the institution in mind, so new practices are able to be 
implemented.  !!
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!!
TIPS 

!
• Begin with a self-evaluation 

to determine which 
standards are appropriate 
and helpful to your 
institution 

• Make sure you have 
stakeholder buy-in, so new 
initiatives can be 
implemented 

• Be realistic in your 
assessments and plans 



RESULTS 
New products, including the agricultural loan product with flexible payment 
schedules, meet clients needs.  !
Clients, particularly rural farmers are able to benefit from the services in ways 
that they were not previously available.  !!!
LOOKING AHEAD  
Hortizonti plans to continue to monitor client behavior, and work toward 
balancing social and financial goals.  !!
 !!
RESOURCES 
To learn more about Horizonti, visit their website. www.horizonti.org.mk  
To learn more about The Universal Standards, visit www.sptf.info 
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